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Using Versions in GISClaudia Bauzer Medeiros� Genevi�eve JomieryAbstractGeographic information systems gis have become importanttools in public planning activities (e.g, in environmental or util-ity management). This type of activity requires the creation andmanagement of alternative scenarios, as well as analysis of tempo-ral data evolution. Existing systems provide limited support forthese operations, and appropriate tools are yet to be developed.This paper presents a solution to this problem. This solutionis based on managing temporal data and alternatives using thedbv version mechanism. It provides e�cient handling and storageof versions, and supports the creation of alternatives for decision-making activities.A reduced version of this report appeared in the Proceedingsof the DEXA'94 Conference { 5th International Conference onDatabase and Expert Systems Applications, Athens, Greece.Keywords: versions, gis, georeferenced data evolution.1 IntroductionGeographic Information Systems (gis) are automated systems that ma-nipulate georeferenced data { data about geographic phenomena associ-ated with their spatial relationships and location on the terrestrial sur-face. The term georeferenced entity, in this paper, refers to any type of�DCC-UNICAMP - Campinas, Brazil. cmbm@dcc.unicamp.bryUniversit�e Paris IX Dauphine - Paris, France. jomier@lamsade.dauphine.fr1



entity whose components are georeferenced (be it a house, a residentialplot or a geographic region).The number and type of applications and analyses that can be per-formed by a gis are as large and diverse as the available geographic datasets [Aro89]. Examples are urban planning, natural resources adminis-tration, facility management, demography, cartography, and archaeology[MGR91].gis data contains spatial and thematic components [KBS91]. The-matic (non-spatial) components are alphanumeric values related to geo-referenced entities, e.g., the name of a mountain, or the type of vegetationcover. Texts or images are considered to be unconventional thematicdata. Spatial data has two di�erent properties: geometric propertiessuch as spatial location, size and shape of spatial objects; and topologicalproperties such as connectivity, adjacency, inclusion and containment,modelling relationships between geometric data.Data of di�erent natures are stored in thematic layers { also calledthemes or chloropeth maps. These layers are combined in di�erent waysin order to process a query. Layers contain alphanumeric data and spatialinformation. A fauna layer of an area, for instance, contains textual data(e.g., animal species) and spatial information (area occupied by species).gis queries involve one or more of the following issues [Aro89, Flo91,Peu93]:1. What kind of phenomenon is this? (describe non-spatial character-istics of an entity).2. Where is this phenomenon located? (describe the spatial character-istics of a given georeferenced entity, which comprises its location,topological and geometrical characteristics, and often its relation-ships with other entities).3. When was this data collected? (determine data validity period).4. What did this entity look like at some past period? What willhappen to it in some future period? (examine previous states of anentity and predict its future evolution, given its recorded behavior).2



5. What would happen to an entity if certain events were to takeplace? (simulation and comparison of alternative scenarios basedon changing existing data).Database research for gis support has been centered on spatial databases,especially in what concerns algorithms for storing and accessing spatialdata (e.g., [Sam89, Fra91]). Spatial structures usually support geomet-ric operations, which treat geographic phenomena as if they were points,line segments and polygons (the so-called vector format). Related re-search includes geographic query languages (e.g., [RFS88, Ooi90]) andthe development of gis prototypes using new generation databases (e.g.,[vOV91, SV92, MMS93, LL93, SA93]).Thus, database researchers are concerned with providing users withfast access to georeferenced data by means of spatial indices. They are,furthermore, developing di�erent types of query languages and mecha-nisms in order to allow processing the �rst two kinds of queries (i.e.,what, where). Existing systems also provide di�erent facilities for han-dling these two questions. These facilities usually consist of combininga query processor, a spatial data handler and graphical display tools ontop of a data management system.The remaining kinds of queries, however, involve other types of knowl-edge and distinct storage and indexing facilities. When processing (queries3 and 4) involves temporal database management, itself a matter of in-tensive research (see, for instance, the bibliography in [Soo91] or thediscussion of open issues in [JCG+92]).The simulation of scenarios (query 5) is supported by some systemsfor speci�c situations, in a limited scale, using controlled parametrizationof data values (see, for instance, a description of how this can be donein [HQGW93]). The combination of simulation results is, however, notallowed, especially when the user wants to compare alternatives. Usershave to store the di�erent scenarios in separate �les, and have to handlethemselves the management of these �les, by embedding appropriatecode into their applications.This paper extends the work of [MJ93], presenting and detailing aframework which allows processing queries 1 through 5. This solution is3



based on the notion of database versions, and adopts the dbv versionmodel of [CVJ94]. This model, now being simulated on the O2 databasesystem, allows e�ciently keeping track of data versions in a database.The dbv model enables the simultaneous management of distinct al-ternative scenarios, which can be compared for planning purposes. Geo-referenced feature evolution through time can be managed by this modelwith considerable savings in space. As well, the dbv model can be em-bedded in any database system and does not require that the end-usercontrol the di�erent data con�gurations.The main contributions are:� analysis of the problem of georeferenced data evolution from adatabase point of view, rephrasing this problem in a versioningframework;� description of how the dbv version model can support the man-agement of this evolution, using concrete examples. So far, gishave not considered version mechanisms, given the complexity ofthe factors involved.The research discussed in this paper is part of the domus1 environ-mental planning project, which uses real-life data layers from non-settledareas in the state of S~ao Paulo, Brazil.The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 characterizesgis applications demands from a database point of view, and points outproblems in database support to these applications. Section 3 gives anoverview of the dbv mechanism. Section 4 presents a detailed exampleof how this mechanism can support management of scenarios and dataevolution. Section 5 shows how other version mechanisms are unable toperform this task satisfactorily. Finally, section 6 presents conclusionsand directions for future research.1domus(the latin for home { the Earth) is a joint project of researchers of theComputer Science Department and the Geosciences Institute at Unicamp.4



2 GIS application requirementsgis demand that dbms keep track of massive amounts of georeferenceddata, of di�erent natures, collected using heterogeneous devices, and atdi�erent time periods. The fundamental question is how to embed thespatial aspects in a data model and support this by a dbms such thatacceptable interfaces (query languages and pictorial interfaces) can bedeveloped, and temporal data and alternatives can be managed [GB90,MJ93].The rapid growth in gis has resulted in a large number of systems,each of which with its own data storage and handling characteristics. Inthe early systems, data was organized in at �les. New systems are basedon relational database management systems (dbms). However, severalof the requirements of gis applications are not provided by standardrelational dbms. Thus, special data handlers have been developed tointeract with the stored relations and allow the management and displayof georeferenced data. Nevertheless, these commercial systems still lackthe extensibility and exibility desired by end-users, especially in whatconcerns support for planning activities.The coupling of database systems to gis data processing requirementshas been done according to the following architectures [MP94]:� proprietary systems { a special-purpose relational data base istightly coupled with spatial data processing modules. Users can-not access the database directly and data cannot be migrated tostandard relational systems;� relational systems { a standard dbms is used as a basis for spatialdata access functions. Users can access the database directly, anddata can be ported into other systems. Nevertheless, most specialpurpose features (e.g., geometric and image processing modules)are implemented by external packages { e.g., [Mor92].� extensible systems { these use the facilities provided by extensiblerelational or object-oriented dbms embedding the spatial dimen-5



sion in the system. The formulation of spatial queries is directlysupported in the extensible query language.Relational databases do not provide an adequate underlying modelto support most types of geographic data [Ege92]: the use of tables with�xed number of attributes does not allow exibility in the managementof georeferenced data, nor the incremental development of applications.Thus, researchers have directed their attention to new architectures.New architectures rely on extensible relational (e.g., [HC91, vOV91]),object-oriented (e.g, [KT92, ZM92, SV92]) or rule-based (e.g., [SA93,SRD+91]) systems. A comparison in performance and exibility of re-lational and extended relational systems is found in [SFGM93]. Object-oriented systems are presented as a solution to the need for representingthe dynamics of the real world (using methods). The possibility of pro-gressively building up complex entities by the repeated application oforthogonal constructors helps constructing complex scenarios. Finally,rule-based systems are designed with speci�c applications in mind, andaim to help users in their queries, by limiting the size of the query uni-verse.In all of the above, there is no consideration for temporal queries orcomparison of scenarios (such as queries 3 through 5 of section 1). Thedi�culties posed to answering these queries involve factors that cannotbe handled adequately by present gis. The �rst issue is due to the natureof gis data, which requires special indexing and bu�ering techniques.This is aggravated by the introduction of the time element, not supportedin commercial databases. Thus, users are forced to manage time valuesthemselves, if they want to analyze data evolution.Another issue concerns data integration over time. Georeferenceddata may be collected at di�erent time periods. This creates anothertype of value inconsistency, which is due to the temporal evolution ofgeoreferenced entities. Thus, if the mapping of a region takes severalmonths (or sometimes years), di�erences will occur which must be takeninto consideration. As pointed out by [Flo91], another related problemis the di�erence in time scales. Some phenomena (e.g., vegetation) uc-tuate according to a seasonal cycle, whereas others (e.g, temperature)6



may vary on a daily basis. Thus, when posing queries that consider theevolution of georeferenced phenomena for a given region, these factorsmust be taken into consideration.gis use basically two data formats: vector and tesselation. The tes-selation format is usually called raster, which is a speci�c form of tesse-lation. In this format, spatial objects are described as polygonal unitsof space { cells { in a matrix. Each cell contains one thematic value(i.e., there cannot be two types of soil for a given cell). The vector for-mat treats spatial entities as points, lines and polygons, using lists ofcoordinate pairs. Boundaries of regions are stored precisely, and severalattributes can be associated to a single element.The type of data used in an application depends on its domain and onuser requirements, as well as on the scale of the problem analyzed. Utilitymanagement (e.g., telephone or electricity planning) or cartography useprimarily vector data. Environmental control and natural resource plan-ning use mostly raster data. Nevertheless, there is no clearcut de�nitionof which type of format is more adequate for a given application, andrecent results show that both should be provided in a database system[Cou92, Goo91].In this paper we assume that the vector-raster conversion poses noproblem, and that data is kept in vector format. This type of formatallows the identi�cation of entities (by means of keys in the relationalmodel or oids in an object model). It is, therefore, more adequate forindex keeping and managing of individual georeferenced phenomena bya dbms.3 The DBV Version MechanismAs seen in the previous section, present gis still lack facilities for pro-viding the following services:� automatic representation and management of data evolution intime;� management of alternative scenarios for planning purposes.7



These are the same type of problems that are faced by version mech-anisms (even though the latter have not yet considered georeferenceddata). Thus, it is only natural to examine the feasibility of adoptingversions to allow such services.3.1 Versions in databasesVersions are a means of storing di�erent states of a given entity, therebyallowing the control of alternatives and of temporal data evolution. Themanagement of versions in databases has centered on di�erent ways forkeeping �les. Research has appeared mostly in the context of softwaremanagement (CASE systems) and CAD/CAM projects (e.g., [KSW86,Kat90, BBA91, TG92, KS92, LST93]). The subjects discussed coverthe creation and manipulation of entity versions, their identi�cation, thehandling of time, status, authorization, and concurrency mechanisms. Inobject-oriented systems, this is aggravated by the intricate compositionrelationships between objects. Versions are also commonly proposed fordealing with concurrency control, especially for long transactions. In thislast context, di�erent users are granted access to copies (i.e., versions)of the same set of data, thus allowing them to work in parallel.An important issue is the maintenance of con�gurations. A con�gu-ration is a set of versions of entities that represent some identi�able unitin the universe modelled. This is often the case of CAD environments.3.2 An overview of the DBV mechanismVersion mechanisms must put together entity versions to reect a givenstate of the modelled universe. Existing approaches support this bymeans of chains of pointers, which keep track of connections among ver-sions of a given entity, as well as among entities that belong to a givenversion state. Thus, the database is perceived as a set of entities con-nected by several linked chains. There is furthermore often confusionbetween version management and the underlying data model.The dbv mechanism [CJ90, CVJ94] has a di�erent approach. Themain principles of this model are the following [GJ94]:8



� The user should always be able to manage entity versions within aspeci�c, identi�able, context. This context is called database ver-sion { Dv for short. Dv represents in fact a \version", or identi�ablestate, of the modelled universe.� Each Dv contains a logical version of each (identi�ed) entity of thedatabase. The value of this version may be nil, meaning that itdoes not exist in a given Dv.� If several logical versions of an entity have the same value, thereis no physical replication. Rather, these logical versions share thesame physical version. The mechanism of mapping logical/physicalversions of entities is transparent to the user.Thus, instead of considering versions of an entity in isolation, the modelallows managing them within their appropriate framework.Rather than keeping track of versions of individual entities, the prob-lem is treated from a point of view where the unit of versioning is theDv context, which corresponds to a state of the universe modelled by thedatabase, regardless of the underlying data model. The notion of ver-sion as seen by the user (the logical database versions) is independent ofwhat is actually stored (physical versioning), and there is no replicationof data.From a logical point of view, the database is perceived as a set ofconsistent database versions Dv, which can evolve independently of eachother. The user works in this augmented database by selecting the Dvcontext(s) of interest. Once the desired Dv is selected, the user cantreat it as a database on its own, querying and updating it. Logicaloperations onDv are translated into actual physical versioning operationsby the version management system. Temporal and alternative data arenaturally managed by this model.The versioning of an entity is logically performed by versioning theentire logical database to which it belongs. The logical independence ofDv allows de�ning two types of update transactions: those that manip-ulate some Dv; and transactions that derive a new Dv. The latter can9



be described in two steps. Let E be an entity of a given Dv, for whichthe user wants to create a new version E1:� �rst, a (logical) copy of Dv is created, corresponding to a new Dv1database version, identical to Dv;� second, Dv1 is updated (i.e., E1 is created from E , and additionalupdates are performed in order to maintain the consistency insideDv1).Thus, a multiversion database is a set of logical consistent states, each ofwhich corresponds to a di�erent version of the world, created by the user.Each Dv is, therefore, a unit of consistency and can evolve independently.Physically, in order to properly associate an entity with its versions,the dbv mechanism relies on the notion of identity: each Dv has anassociated identi�er which is used for managing purposes. The identi�ermechanism associates every logical entity version Ei to its proper contextDvi.The retrieval of each Dv is automatically ensured by the version man-ager by examining tables of identi�ers. Implementation details appearin [CJ90].For instance, time may be supported by mapping timestamps intothe dbv identi�ers. Thus, temporal queries do not require handling ofspecial attributes; rather, they are processed by the versioning mech-anism, which puts together data that belongs to the same identi�abletemporal state.4 Applying the DBV model to GISThis section shows an extended example of how the dbv approach allowshandling gis queries for evolution of data and comparison of alternatives.Consider the following sequence of queries:� Analysis of temporal data evolution: \What has been the observedmodi�cations of the forest cover in a given area for a speci�c timeperiod?" 10



� Prevision of future based on recorded past: \ What is the prob-ability of this forest cover decreasing in area, given informationcollected along this period? What are the possible damages { ex-tent and intensity?"� Comparative analysis between actual data and simulated scenarios:\Given the actual state of the forest cover in the area, how accu-rate were simulations performed along this period to determine itsevolution during the same period?All these queries concern the same type of theme { vegetation { forthe same geographical area. They require searching through di�erent(historical) scenarios, �rst identifying the area and then its forest cover.The �rst query requires doing a statistical analysis of a historical se-quence of vegetation data. The second query requires using the previousanalysis to perform prediction of phenomena. The third query assumesthat the two other queries were periodically posed in the past, and thattheir results were stored. Thus, it demands comparison of predicted be-havior and actual observed behavior for several periods in the database'shistory.As explained in the previous section, in the dbv approach, the user isprovided with an integrated view of the world: it is perceived as a set ofdatabase states (Dv), each corresponding to an independent consistentversion of the user's universe. The evolution of georeferenced entities isaccompanied by the corresponding evolution of Dv states. For the user,there is no prede�ned link between di�erent Dv, which allows workingeither over one single context or navigating across contexts. This corre-sponds to what the user manipulates in reality, since no georeferencedphenomenon can be treated in isolation.There is no di�erence in treatment for actual (measured) data valuesor (alternative) predicted values. Thus, several Dv may exist for thesame time period, each describing a state of the world { either an actualrecorded state or some alternative arti�cial state generated for planningpurposes. Therefore, for any time period, the database may contain aset of logical databases: the modelled real world and di�erent simulated11



scenarios. For vegetation cover, for instance, one can keep track of sev-eral parallel scenarios by modifying distinct parameters, e.g,, rainfall orevolution of human settlements.Thus, for any of the three queries, the processing is performed as:� (i) Select all Dv within the speci�ed time period;(The version manager performs this operation by accessing theidenti�er of each Dv, which in this case will contain a timestampidenti�cation)� (ii) For each such Dv, select the area and its cover, by performingstandard gis (nontemporal) database queries;(Each Dv selected in the previous step is seen by the user as anindependent consistent database. Thus, it can be queried indepen-dently of the rest of the dbv database, regardless of other existingversions.)� (iii) Perform the simulation operations on the set of areas andcovers obtained from the execution of the two previous steps.Physically, the creation of a logical database does not require physicalduplication of entities, just creation of identi�ers and recording of datachanges (di�erential information). These changes and the correspondingidenti�ers are used to build the complete (logical) database states Dv.The Dv are built by gathering together all entities present at a givendatabase state, by means of special index structures. This means re-trieving all entities that have compatible identi�er values.In addition, query processing may be speeded up by using the notionof con�guration. In fact, a con�guration characterizes a unit of workinside a context (and thus of consistency). Thus, users may decide tospeci�cally identify a con�guration containing the area and its cover(requested in the three queries). This will speed up version processingfor this type of query (in a way similar to precomputed views).Finally, for speci�c situations, the user may also require the creationof a constellation. This is a set of multiversion entities together with12



all their components. Constellations can vary in size and be createddynamically by the user. Thus, in the example of the vegetation coverqueries, the user may specify that a constellation be created for thespeci�c area and its vegetation cover. Then, further queries of the samenature will be simpli�ed to retrieving one constellation, which will haveall the recorded versions of the area and its vegetation cover across allDv (both real and alternative scenarios). For details on constellationmanagement the reader is referred to [CVJ91].5 Other version mechanisms and GISA good introduction to the problems of handling spatio-temporal data ingis are the set of papers in [FCF92], which cover di�erent issues. Theyrange from problems in database support of time [Sno92] to discussingthe concept of a region in creating study scenarios [Gut92]. The needfor exible mechanisms to allow managing of these scenarios is stressedin several papers.Database research on versions has not dealt with problems relatedto gis, and there are very few reports of gis using version mechanisms(e.g., [Bat92, NTE92]). The main reasons for this are:� Most version management mechanisms available in database sys-tems become cumbersome when it comes to managing the evolu-tion of instances. They require the maintenance of complex datastructures to allow following data evolution.� gis data is complex and occupies considerable space. Thus, itsmanagement already presents so many challenges to a dbms thatthere is no question of coupling it to the usual version mechanisms.� In many cases, it is impossible to follow the evolution of phenom-ena across time periods, since entities may disappear or su�er un-expected modi�cations.Thus, even though versioning solves users' problems, it has not, so far,been seriously considered in the gis context, and is used at most to13



support parallel access to data. Their use as a means to manage temporaldata evolution is not considered. Rather, researchers consider (historical)versions of entire �les { e.g., the sequence of �le versions for a giventhematic layer. Finally, when versions are associated with georeferencedentities, there is no concern with how to manage them from a databasepoint of view.The GFIS [Bat92] system uses a standard relational dbms coupled toa geographic data manager. Version management is left to the databasesystem, and is geared towards controlling parallel access. There is nopossibility of selecting versions for queries, or of handling sequences ofpast states.[NTE92] discuss di�erent data structures for implementing versionson top of tables using an object-oriented language. The paper providesa comparative analysis of these structures, but does not apply them toreal data.We now briey review how traditional version schemes would copewith the queries discussed in section 4. In such schemes, two types ofapproach are possible:� Snapshot view The complete data �les (layers, with spatial andthematic information) are stored, together with time stamp indi-cation. (I.e., the database is in fact a set of database snapshots,where each snapshot contains several thematic layers.)Thus, in order to answer the �rst two queries, the system has to:{ (i) retrieve the entire layer �les for the time period;{ (ii) for each layer, select the desired area and determine itsforest cover;{ (iii) produce the time series analysis desired.In order to answer the third query, the database must contain notonly the entire layers for every period of interest, but also layer�les describing simulation results.This �rst solution, though relatively simple to process, entails mas-sive occupation of storage, and is therefore not feasible for practical14



purposes. The snapshot approach requires the actual recording ofthe entire database, and thus the variety and periodicity of storedphenomena is limited, due to size constraints.� Historical chain view The history of entities is maintained througha linked list of data values and timestamps: only di�erential valuesare kept. (The database is seen as a conglomerate of linked chainsin all directions.)In this case, queries can only be answered for entities whose his-tory has been maintained through chains. This requires that thedatabase designer has previous knowledge of all possible queriesthat will involve version manipulation. Alternatively, these chainscan be maintained for every entity and value in the database.Whereas the �rst alternative limits user exploratory activity, thesecond alternative requires a heavy overhead of pointers.Supposing the historical chain of the designated area is available,then the queries are processed by the following procedure:{ (i) �nd the area and its vegetation cover in the present;{ (ii) follow back pointers of this area and cover, retrieving pastinformation;{ (iii) produce the time series analysis desired.Finally, the third query requires that not only actual historicalchains be maintained, but also prevision chains for the same entity.This, again, complicates the housekeeping algorithms.The pointer version mechanisms soon become too cumbersome tomanage when each time period contains many entities that vary indi�erent ways, as is typically the case in geographical applications.It is interesting to compare these approaches to the dbv solution. Thesnapshot approach favors users who need to access entire contexts. How-ever, it does not automatically support navigation through these con-texts, since there is no sharing of entities across the snapshots. For15



instance, any update to an entity in a given snapshot must be manuallyperformed by the user in the other snapshots. The historical chain ap-proach is geared towards management of versions of individual entities,through manipulation of their chains. However, it does not automati-cally support the building of contexts, which must be performed by theuser.The dbv model, on the other hand, automatically supports bothworking within a context and comparing entity versions across contexts.This is achieved thanks to the fact that this model allows separating thelogical versioning from the physical versioning level. It thus combinesthe advantages of the other approaches, without the inconvenients: itdoes not imply the waste of space of the snapshot approach, and neitherdoes it demand the complex computation procedures of the historicalchain approach.6 ConclusionsThis paper presented a solution for the management of evolution of geo-referenced data in gis which consists in using the dbv version mecha-nism. This solution allows the development of automated tools to keeptrack of di�erent versions of the same georeferenced entity through time.This facility enables users to create and manage alternative scenarios,as well as to keep track of temporal data evolution. This type of sup-port has so far been unavailable in commercial gis, though required bydi�erent kinds of planning applications.The use of a version mechanism, as discussed in this paper, seemsto be an obvious choice to cope with gis users' demands. However,gis databases do not consider this type of facility, since the handlingof georeferenced data presents in itself many problems. Furthermore,available version management systems are complex and cannot readilysatisfy gis requirements.The dbv mechanism, on the other hand, allows e�ciently keepingtrack of data and schema versions in a database, with considerable sav-ings in space and computation time, as compared to other database16



version mechanisms. It allows dissociating the issues of context and con-�guration consistency from version maintenance, which is not possiblein other version models.Its main advantage, from a gis point of view, is that it allows users toaccess entire consistent database states for any given entity version. Thususers can create di�erent scenarios by just modifying individual entities,and need not worry about keeping them within their appropriate con-text. This is achieved without additional overhead, by the appropriatemanagement of version identi�ers (as opposed to traditional mechanismsthat require handling pointer chains). Finally, the dbv model is orthog-onal to the underlying data model and to concurrency control, which arecomplicating factors in other version models.We intend testing this solution against spatio-temporal data availablein the domus project, as part of an environmental planning project.Tests will use georeferenced data about the Cantareira region in the S~aoPaulo state (roughly, 2.000 km2) [PMB93].AcknowledgementsThe research described in this paper was partially �nanced by grantsFAPESP 91/2117-1, CNPq 453176/91, and CNPq 452357/93-4.References[Aro89] S. Arono�. Geographic Information Systems. WDL Publi-cations, Canada, 1989.[Bat92] P. Batty. Exploiting relational database technology in aGIS. Computers and Geosciences: An international journal,18(4):453{462, 1992.[BBA91] M. Borhani, J-P Barth�es, and P. Anota. Versions in Object-Oriented Databases. Technical Report UTC/GI/DI/N 83,Universite de Technologie de Compiegne, 1991.17
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